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Abstract 
Let d, n be positive integers, and P a set of n points in the d-dimensional Euclidean space. 
For xs:P and E=(E~, . . . . Q)E{-1, lJd, the sth-orthant of x is defined by L,(x, E):= 
{x+YlY=(Y,,..., yd)e IWd and &,y, > 0 for any 1 <TV < d } - (x). We show that if d is sufficiently 
large and n > 1.76’ then there are XE P and EE { - 1, lJd such that the orthant L,(x, E) contains at 
least two points of P. 
1. Introduction 
When A is a set, let IAl or #A denote the cardinality of A. We call A n-set while 
lAl=n. Denote the ath-coordinate ofx by x, for XE[W~, 1 <cc<d, i.e. x=(x1,x2, . . . ,x,,). 
Let l(d) be the largest number such that some I(d)-set PC Rd satisfies 
l&(x,&)T\P(<l foreverypointx~Pandeveryvector&=(&,,...,~d)~{-l,l}d, 
where 
(1) 
&(x,&):=(x+ylyEIWd and .s,y,>O for any l<cr<d}-{x}. 
In other words, any l(d)+ 1-pointset P in d-dimensional coordinate space has an 
orthant (whose origin is a point of P and whose faces are perpendicular or parallel to 
any axis) containing at least two points of P besides the origin. Let us take an alternate 
view of l(d). Without using the famous result of Erdiis and Szekeres [3], we can easily 
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show that any sequence of five real numbers has a subsequence of length three, x, y, z, 
satisfying (x - y) (y - z) 3 0. We see that any sequence of (d - 1)-dimensional vectors of 
length 2”-’ + 1 has a subsequence x, Y, z satisfying (x,- yJ(y, -z,)>O for any 
1 <cc<d from de Bruijn’s theorem; see [l] or [S]. Note that the number l(d) is the 
minimum number such that any sequence of (d - 1)-dimensional vectors of length 
l(d) + 1 has a subsequence x, y, z satisfying (x,-y,) (y, - z,) < 0 for any 1 <a cd. 
What is the number l(d)? This function was introduced in [4] for a containment 
problem with respect to a d-dimensional cuboid. By the pigeonhole principle, we can 
see that 2d+ 1 is a trivial upper bound of l(d). Clearly 1(2)=2 and 1(3) = 3. Some 
computations yield l(4) = 4. It was shown 7 < l(5) and 0.21* 1.47d < I(d) < 2d-z + 1 (for 
any d 22) with a way to construct a set of at least 0.21* 1.47’ points satisfying (1) in 
[4]. Enomoto proved l(d)=0(2~) in [2]. In this paper, we improve the upper bound 
with a different idea. 
Theorem 1.1. Some constant c satisfies 
for any d> 1. 
We can show for some constant c’ and sufficiently large d 
by using Stirling’s formula (lim,,,(n!/~n”f”2e-“)= 1). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let P be a set of n points in the d-dimensional Euclidean space satisfying (1). We 
show that n is small. 
If the theorem holds when n = 2, d E 0 (mod 4), then 
when n = 4n0 + 2 + ner d = 4do + d, (n,, d, = 0, 1,2,3), where c and c’ are constants. Thus 
it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case of n=4n0+2, d =4do. 
Without loss of generality, 
for any l<a<d. Let 
Cxl,+:=(Y~~I&<Y,~> 
CXlb:=(YEPI&>YaI 
we can suppose that any distinct x, YEP satisfy x,#y, 
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for 1~ CI < d, x E P. Clearly, 
P = [xl: u[x], u(x) (disjoint union). (2) 
Define a functionf: P-,(0,1,2, . . . ) byf(x)=C,G.Gdmin{ # [xl,‘, # [xl; >. We com- 
pute the average off(x): 
‘~,<;<~0+1+2i...+2nof2n0+...+2+1+0) 
. , 
=~2d2n,(2no+ 1) 
n 2 
=dn,. 
Therefore, there exists WEP such that f(w)<dnO. By symmetry we can suppose 
# [w], < # [w]: for any 1 <add and 
.I(w)=,<;<~ # Cwla Sh,. (3) 
. . 
Define a function 4: P-{w}+{ -3, l}” by 4(x):=(4,(x), &(x), . . . ,4d(x)), where 
h(x):= 
i 
1 if xE[w]a+, 
-3 if xG[w];. 
For distinct x, YEP, if 4(x)= 4(y), then {x, y} cJ%w, &)nP. Because P satisfies (I), 
the following claim holds. 
Claim. The function 4 is injective. 
Define a function cr:{ -3, l}d-+(O, +l, f2,... 3 by G(~):=C,$~~~& where 
<=(51,52,..., td). When 5~(-3, l}“, a(<)=d-4#(a)L= -3). Let E+,E”- denote 
the sets such that 
Z+:={&{-3, 1}“~~(~)~0}={~~{-3, 1}“1 #(~rI&=-3}<d,,}, 
~-:={5~{-3~1)~~r~(~)<03={~~{-3~ 1)“1 # {c((tcr= -3)>d,l. 
Let us find an upper bound and a lower bound of CXGP_-(w) CJ~(X). We have 
c 04(x)= c c A(x) 
xsP-{w} l<ct<d XEP-{w} 
= c 1 h(x)+ c c h(x) 
1 Qn<d XE[W],,+ I <r<d XE[W]; 
=I<~<d(n-1-#lwll)-31<~<d7ji[Wl; 
. . . . 
=(n-l)d-4f(w) 
ad. (4) 
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Define E:= W’-- (w}) c { -3, I}“. Clearly, )Z”( =n- 1 by the above claim. So, 
c cVw=~p4) 
xsP-{w} 
(d--4i)+(-4)(EnE”- ( 
<4 c 
O<iSdo 0 
y (d,-i)-4(n-l--IS+]) 
<4 c 
d 
( 0 OG&do i 
(do-i+l)+l-n 
BY (4) and (3, 
(5) 
9 d 
<; do 0 
+1-d,, 
for any d=4do=4,8, 12,16 ,... 
Therefore the theorem holds. 
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